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This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an 
agency of the United States Government.  Neither the United States 
Government nor any agency Thereof, nor any of their employees, 
makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal 
liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or 
usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or process 
disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately 
owned rights.  Reference herein to any specific commercial product, 
process, or service by trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or 
otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, 
recommendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any 
agency thereof.  The views and opinions of authors expressed herein 
do not necessarily state or reflect those of the United States 
Government or any agency thereof. 
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I. GENERAL 

o 

A modular reactor core by definition is a core divided into an array of modules, 

each module containing a cluster of fuel elements and possessing its own structural 

integrity. The type of modular design under discussion here and as shown in the 

accompanying layouts is typified by the following: 

1. Modules using refractory material (both fueled and unfueled) 

2. Modules acting as simply supported beams which carry lateral loads 

3. Modules spring loaded in compression between fore and aft support 

plates 

4. Radial thermal growth of each module is about its own center and 

is provided for by providing clearances between modules. 

Since each module functions as a simply supported beam carrying lateral loads, 

the need for a "bundled core" type of lateral support is eliminated. By the same token, 

an inner graphite reflector is not needed. Reactor core assembly and disassembly is 

simplified in the modular core arrangement due to the relatively larger and fewer basic 

"building blocks." 

Many possible configurations of modules and modular core assemblies exist. The 

three types of modules under consideration at present are as follows (designated as 

Types A, B, and C for discussion only): 

Type A (Figure 1) 

Nineteen element cluster, B-4 type fuel elements {.75 across hex.) 

. clustered within a hexagonal graphite shell (approx. .2 thick) 

Type B (Figure 2) i x̂  

Nineteen element module, B-4 type fuel elements (.75 across hex.) 

cemented together to form a module (no cose used) 
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Type C (Figure 3) 

Nineteen element module, round fuel elements contained within a ' 

graphite matrix similar to cross section of B-1 type module 

I I . DESCRIPTION OF MODULE DESIGNS 

A. TYPE A (Figure 1) 

A complete conceptual layout is shown of a modular core arrangement built up 

of 85 Type A modules. No irregular or partial modules are used. A cooled metal barrel 

with convolutions to conform to the outer periphery of the core completely encases the 

core. Pyrolytic graphite strips insulate the inner surface of the barrel from the core. 

The metal barrel is supported from the outlet end metal cooled support plate and extends 

forward to support a metal plate at the inlet end which carries negative g loads from 

the modules. Springs between the inlet end plate and the modules accommodate the axial 

thermal growth of the core. The metal barrel also isolates the hot end of the core from 

the cold incoming coolant flow. The beryllium reflector (with 12 control drums, similar 

to the NRX-A design) is shaped to conform to the convolutions of the metal barrel. 

The core is therefore an assembly being completely contained by the metal 

cooled aft support plate, the forward metal plate, and the cooled metal barrel. This 

assembly is canti levered from the nozzle. 

The core package is bottom loaded into the pressure vessel and reflector subassembly. 

The reflector subassembly is top loaded into the pressure vessel and is supported at the 

forward'end by a cylindrical transition structure extending aft from the pressure vessel 

forward flange to the top ring of the reflector assembly. > 
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The 19 hexagonal fuel elements are clustered into a symmetrical pattern and 

contained within the hexagonal-shaped module core. Filler strips provide o smooth 

outer periphery conforming to the smooth sided hexagonal module core. Three basic 

materials are presently being considered for the module core: 

1. Graphite (such OS ATJ or HLM-85) 

2. Grai^i te cloth laminate (such as National Carbon Co. PT-O111 

reimpreg noted) 

3. A combination of the above using an inner core of graphite and 

outer layer of graphite cloth laminate 

The graphite cloth laminate possesses the desirable characteristic of toughness 

and appears to be a promising (but not fully developed) rmiterial which would, perhaps, 

better survive the vibration environment to which the core is subjected. Some basic 

material studies of PT type material are being initiated. A preliminary analysis of some 

of the structural characteristics of these module types is reported in WANL-TME-448. 

The module cose terminates at the oft end in a transition block with a spherical 

seal which conforms to a liner in the metal cooled aft support plate assembly. 

The module cose terminates at the forward end in a module cap assembly which 

is pinned at its center to the forward metal pilote. The cap assembly contains nineteen 

compression springs which preload the fuel elements.. In this particular design, no 

attempt is mode to provide a positive seal of the module cop to the module case since 

this particular module cose design is i l | adopted to function as a pressure vessel. Other 

designs are underway which do provide a positive seal at the forward-end of the modules 

(Types B and C) and these are described in the following paragraphs. 
* \ 
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B. TYPEB (Figure 2) 

The basic cluster arrangement of this type of module is Identical to Type A. 

The significant difference is that the module cose has been deleted. The fuel elements 

themselves are cemented together to cause the bonded cluster to function as a beam. 

No filler strips ore used since the module peripheries are compatible with one another. 

The forward module cop takes the general form of an inverted transition block 

transferring the flow from one large passage to nineteen smaller passages (one per fuel 

element). Each smaller passage in turn dumps into an orifice block. The orifices are 

of the NRX-A type but imbedded into the orifice block (possibly a penetrant sealer 

could be used to positively seal the orifices to the block). A hexagonal metal sleeve 

of Invar (or other low expansion alloy) provides a structural tie and seal between the 

fuel element forward end and orifice block. The sleeve must be of very thin gage 

material in order to ovoid on excessive gap between elements at the forward end. 

interface joints are cemented to provide a positive seal. To aid in the strength 

of the cemented joints, mechanical shear members ore provided where possible. The 

above mentioned hexagonal sleeves provide mechanical shear members between the 

fuel elements and orifice blocks. An internal sleeve is provided between orifice blocks 

and the forward transition block. 

The oft end of the module has a similar transition block to that of Type A. 

Axiolly staggered fuel elements con provide the necessary mechanical shear member at 

the oft end. 

€) 

The pressure differential problem described in the discussion of Type A is not 

OS severe in this design because the "pressure vessel" is provided by the flow holes in the 

fuel element which ore better adopted for this duty than the hexagonal module core of 

the Type A design. 
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C. TYPEC (Figure 3) 

Thif meduie li s deiMrfure from Typei A end I in that a round fuel element is 

used. The basic cross-sectional shape of the module matrix is on adaptation of the 

B-1 design, but having nineteen fuel elements. 

For emphasis, it should be restated that this module (unlike the B-1 design) is 

supported by a cooled base plate causing the module to be loaded in compression rather 

than in tension (as was the cose in the B-1 design). 

As in the Type B design, a positive seal is incorporated at each end. The fuel 

element holes in the matrix are small enough for the graphite to withstand the bursting 

pressure. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The modular designs appear attractive in that the reactor core lateral support is 

provided by the modules themselves rather than externally as with a bundled core. 

Types B and C provide a means of reducing the inter-element and intermodular leakage 

flow. This tends to enhance the reliability of the reactor core by decreasing the 

probability of a progressive overall failure of the core initiated by o mid core rupture 

of one of the fuel elements. 

The graphite inner reflector and lateral support mechanism ore eliminated in this 

design. The assembly of the modular core design is probably simplified by the smaller 

number of modular elements to be handled and by the elimination of the lateral support 

mechanism. 

The modular core has several potential problem areas which will be examined 

by further analysis and testing; these include: \ 

m 
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1. Questionable resistance to vibration 

2. Materials-development problems including cements (Type B design) 

3. Manufacturing problems 

4. Differential thermal expansion problems including compatibility 

of materials 

5. Detail design problems such as sealing of element edge holes in 

bonded modules and designing a satisfactory boll joint seal at the 

transition block support plate interface. 
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PIN-ENDED MODULE CORE ON COOLED BOTTOM SUPPORT PLATE 

FIGURE 1 
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19 ELEMENT CEMENTED TYPE MODULE 

FIGURE 2 
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19 ELEMENT B-1 TYPE MODULE 

FIGURE 3 
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